clarity. First, we seek clarification about the scope of organisations that will be eligible for accreditation
under the Bill. Second, we urge you to clarify the definition of “data service providers” to ensure that
the term is consistent with what seems to be the intention of the Bill.

COMMENTS
Participation is Limited to Australian Companies
The draft Bill establishes a legal framework to enable government agencies to share “public sector
data” that would otherwise be prohibited by law with “accredited users”. BSA is supportive of the
principle of restricting the sharing of sensitive government data to organisations that have been vetted
in some process. In general, BSA agrees with the governance safeguards that are built in the
accreditation process as described in the Accreditation Framework Discussion Paper. 3
However, the process as currently described specifies that only Australian organisations are eligible to
participate in the scheme as an accredited organisation. It states further that companies applying for
accreditation would be subject to an as yet unspecified ownership test to determine whether the
ownership structure meets some approved level of Australian ownership.
BSA acknowledges that the Australian Government has a legitimate interest in ensuring that entities
accredited under the framework are subject to the jurisdiction of Australian courts. However, the
nationality of ownership does not necessarily determine responsible data custodianship or security.
Instead, the Australian Government should make a risk based decision based on the company’s
ability to best meet the security and data handling requirements of the program, and ultimately provide
better government services, inform government policy and programs or conduct research and
development.

Accredited Data Service Providers
In addition to requiring “users” to be accredited before they are eligible to enter into data sharing
arrangements with government agencies, the Bill also sets forth an accreditation process of “Data
Service Providers” (ADSP). The Accreditation Framework Discussion Paper defines a “data service”
very broadly as “any operation performed on or in relation to data, at any stage from collection or
creation to destruction”. It further notes that service providers will need to be accredited in order to
provide “complex data integration services” or “data sharing services” on behalf of Data Custodians
(i.e., government agencies). The Discussion Paper suggests that accreditation under the Framework
will “not impact on current data service provider arrangements (e.g., cloud infrastructure to host data
assets)” and that “other data services can continue to be contracted through standard procurement
processes.”
Although the accreditation requirement for “data service provider” seems intended to focus on a very
narrow class of services, BSA is concerned that the use of the term “data service provider” may give
rise to unhelpful confusion about the scope of data services that are subject to the accreditation
requirement. This confusion could lead to accredited entities and government agencies not engaging
companies that provide cloud-based and other data services due to the perception that these thirdparty providers would also require accreditation or similarly be subject to the Australian ownership
test.
The Discussion Paper does state that accreditation under the Framework will “not impact on current
data service provider arrangements (e.g., cloud infrastructure to host data assets)” and that “other
data services can continue to be contracted through standard procurement processes.” Whilst this is
reassuring it leaves quite a bit of ambiguity about the scope and potential impact of this accreditation
requirement on vendors that currently (or may in the future) provide cloud-based data services to the
government.
BSA requests that the Australian Government explicitly define ADSP entities in the Bill as different
from data service providers to avoid such confusion. It also asks that subsequent accompanying
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Accreditation Framework Discussion Paper at https://www.datacommissioner.gov.au/sites/default/files/202009/Accreditation%20Framework%20Discussion%20Paper.pdf
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